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Why base a new Quantum Financial System on gold, when gold has little to no real value 

for us, the living men and women, apart from some health benefits when using gold to 

make gans? After all, we cannot eat gold, drink it, breathe it, live in it, drive in it, bathe in 

it, dress up in it etc - so why hype up gold again?   
 

The world ruling elite have always based their fake monetary system on gold because of 

their obsession with power and control, and like using gold in their scarcity-equals-value 

game. There is supposedly little gold per living man and woman on Earth, and therefore, 

according to them, it's valuable - but what do you know - they always sit on huge gold 

hoards themselves. Umm…  is this their plan again, with QFS?  
 

 

 

Either way, when playing the scarcity game and YOU (the elite) own what supposedly is scarce, then you control 

the entire monopoly board, i.e. everyone else. This is why tyrants in the form of bankers, royalty and the Vatican 

have always horded masses of gold to control all of us - bumping the value up and down as it suits them to create 

fake waves of positive growth followed by equally planned crashes that we have to pay. Not only that, it's easy to 

manipulate the price of gold, because gold comes in different "quality" (i.e. plated nothingness), making it easy to 

rip you, the average Joe Bloggs off. They claim they have sold you a golden coin, when there's little - if any gold in 

it at all - but it shines, and they'll give you a fancy looking certificate claiming this is proof it's gold - while charging 

you for real gold - but when that day comes when YOU want to cash in that gold you learn the truth about the real 

value of their gold standards! How about cashing in on some real values, like yourself, because, believe it or not, 

you are the real deal as a man or woman, worth your weight in gold because you create real values using your mind 

and hands.  
 

The ruling elite have always adorned themselves with gold, diamonds, emeralds and the like to create an image of 

being superior to the rest of us, just like today's judges use traditional wigs from the old days to create an image of 

having power over you, when they don't. Today's judges are registered private corporations, trading under their own 

name, just like politicians, who are not worth more than the good they do for us! The question is, when did they ever 

do something beneficial for us? 

 

Be aware that no corporate entity or business can dictate, tax or govern your country or you. All living life is above 

all forms of businesses, including businesses posing as government or government administration, the judicial 

system under that government or any private-owned businesses and corporations, just so you know! So when 

politicians make "laws" that enable them to tax you, they are committing a crime against you, the living man or 

woman.  
 

When they send you a bill for services they claim they provide you through their civil service system, they are 

stealing your money because you already fund the government through your collateral account. Your collateral 

account is your estimated total value of planet Earth's natural resources sold among us. You are a billionnaire but do 

not know it, and cannot access your money because your corporate, political, freemason-run governments' political 

parties and leaders of civil services have made certain that you get to know nothing about your ownership of that 

collateral account, and also make certain you get nothing! Like that they can steal your salaries on top of your 

collateral account using "laws" and regulations they invent out of thin air to enrich themselves off your money!   
 

Beware that they take back most of the fake money they issue as coins, notes and number money, all of which is 

worth nothing more than the metal and paper they're printed on. They created this distraction so you don't find out 

that you have a real value monetary system in your name.  
 

Isn't it time you claim your collateral account real values back? Look at it this way, crude oil sells for billions every 

day. What do you get? Higher prices on the pumps! Why do you have to pay for something that belongs to you? It's 

because they have not told you that that oil is your' and should be free for all of us. Do you see how this works now? 

They pay you worthless monopoly money, because they are part of a global, corporate freemason-run political mafia 

put in place by big banks, billionnaires, royalty, the Vatican and so on, running the world on totally fake money 

known as coins, notes, shares, bonds and what do you know, number money called Bitcoin and the like while 

sharing your real values between themselves and live like kings and queens at your expense.  
 

The elite's problem today is that more and more people wake up and see through their lies and deception and 

demand positive changes for us, the living man and woman on the planet. This is probably why they have on the one 

hand invented QFS, and on the other, the "great reset." The latter is the Bilderberg group's plan to exterminate us. 

QFS is by many said to be the good guys' solution, but we have no idea what QFS represents or how it will affect 
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our future lives. Until we know, we see QFS as a more gentle opposition to the great reset, and that those behind 

QFS want us to live so they can do business as usual with us enrichening them as before. Either way, none of these 

alternatives benefit us, the living men and women. All we need is a system where everyone are equal owners to all 

our planet's resources and the income from these, and thus should not have to pay for any of them.  
 

We need to be cautious. Why should we blindly accept what has been decided upon by people unknown to us? And 

why gold, again? From what we hear, the ruling elite has spent the last years buying up and "collecting" as much 

gold as they could which would indicate that there will be little to no monetary change for us. When the new 

monetary system is not based upon us, the living man and woman and what we represent as creative working talent, 

hands, labour, services etc then we risk being exploited and working for free for those hoarding the gold - like today. 

Maybe the middlemen, or middle bankers, are going to be cut out, but not the top players?    
 

Do you remember how precious and valuable diamonds used to be? Nowadays they press industrial diamonds for 10 

cents a piece at higher quality than the natural ones. Are you beginning to see the real picture of values here? 

 

What are real values in your life? Have you started learning what real values are for you now that you have 

experienced the many nasty lethal consequences from the ongoing corporate freemasons' launch of their mass 

murdering jab plandemic and lockdowns? We, the living life on Earth and everything we need to survive and thrive 

are real values. Let's start with the land, for example. The land brings us food and water, lumber for housing, 

firewood and coal, fossil fuels and energy. Where do you see gold and silver, diamonds and rubies here? OK, we see 

the use for adornments and industrial produced diamonds for machine tools, but that's about it.  
 

And look what the animals do for us. They provide us milk, wool, company, heat and manure, speeding up new 

growth of food in the soil. There is no better farmer than a pig or hog! Put 100 pigs on an acre of land and it's 

cleared and ready for production in less than a month. They prepare everything for you so all you have to do is bring 

manure, compost and scatter the seeds! This is why animals were valued so highly by farmers in the old days, they 

knew that animals were real values, they lived by the land and they lived by the hand!   
 

It was during the time of old Babylonia that humanity got a taste of real suppression, enslavement and death at the 

hands of the ruling elite of that time. The strongest stole everything and appointed themselves lords and kings with 

the right to enroll peasants into their armies and plunder farmers of their yields and livestock - and got away with it - 

because whoever stood up against them ended up dead! The money back then was the food, tools, wool, hides, 

handicrafts etc - everything people needed for basic survival. It was not non-real-value number/digital money or a 

number printed on paper, it was everything people needed for survival. 
 

Nothing much has changed, the weapons and titles are different, but we are still being systematically suppressed, 

plundered, exploited and ruled over by the crown's governments around the world whose occult leaders see us as 

worthless eaters on their satanic occult chessboard. For them the world is a stage to play their occult games and 

perform their occult (satanic) rituals. They don't care for anything or anyone but themselves! Today's COVID-19 

tyranny is our modern time version of the same suppression, dictate, death and submission that people have 

experienced since Babylon, in today's COVID cloak. The only change today, is that we are waking up and 

demanding changes in our favor.  
 

Today's ruling elite have invented a new term they call "mandate," to make us believe that mandate is a law that 

everyone has to accept and obey, no questions asked! But that is ludicrous. Mandate is not law. Legislation is not 

law. Law of One creator is the only valid law everywhere in creation, not only on Earth. Law of One says that every 

one is equal and that no one have the right to decide anything in another living man or woman's life - just their own 

life! One Creator self go under many names on Earth. The most common is "God", "Creator" "Lord", "Yahwe" 

"Allah" "Jesus" "Buddha" etc, but our one Creator self prefer to be referred to as One, as One creator self is One's 

own first self discovery in existence. We also know that One creator self have planned another future for life on 

Earth than the announced great reset or QFS. How we know this, is because some of us writing this have been 

receiving this information for nearly 70 years, so as you can see One is not in a hurry, so we do not know when One 

World Society will be introduced to life on Earth.  
 

One World Society is a new direct democracy model where all are equal owners of everything planet Earth produces 

and has to offer living life, more about that later. For now we have to live with our now reality. 
 

The problem with QFS is that we don't know what it is, what it implies, how the system works and how or if it 

benefits us, who is behind it and who sits on the gold? What we have seen is that all descriptions of QFS seem to 

involve deliberate complex and technical language. Using elaborate explanations and "fog" talk is a well-known 

elite ploy to confuse or hide their real intent wrapped into something that sounds great and positive to the uninitiated 

but might be just another coming nightmare with no benefits for other than today's ruling elite.  
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Questions that need answers with regards to QFS are:  
 

How does QFS fit in with our stolen collateral accounts?   
 

Are we going to get our stolen money back? 

 

Will Admiralty/Maritime/commercial/contract law and the UCC be replaced by international common law?  
 

Are golden fringes going to be removed from all flags? 

 

Are we getting our real living man and woman names back? 

 

Are all natural resources that we jointly own be free for everyone to use such as oil, gas, water, electricity etc?  
 

Is the entire fraudulent political system going to be replaced with real direct democracy with us, the living man and 

woman and other living life and what all living life need for survival and to thrive as the real values?  
 

It's time we get some real answers. It has been said that the Quantum Financial System "cancels all debt" worldwide. 

Is that true? And in what way will QFS benefit all of us equally?  
 

Just keep in mind that all living men and women are joint-owners in equal shares of all planet Earth's natural 

resources and the income from these after sales. You need to see yourself as a real value and not a debtor that 

governments can tax and plunder to enrich themselves personally, because you are the real value and should receive 

your real values worth.  
 

What today's globalists have done is redefine you from being a living man or woman protected by real human rights' 

laws, to, in their maritime law system, function as a source of income for them. That's why you have a person tax 

number/social security number that all corporations in the world trade with to enrich themselves from your share of 

the planet's real natural resources. But politicians don't tell you that, do they? And there's a reason for that, they are 

all registered private companies making billions off your name by stealing and selling your share of the country's 

natural resources! And steal that money so you get nothing! Do you still want a political run government after 

having read this!?!?!?!?  
 

Another aspect of QFS that we question is that it has been developed behind our backs, top down, rather than bottom 

up. We were never asked or invited to partake in creating QFS. We suspect that it is the same group of powerful 

people sitting in their lodges today that are behind QFS. And if that is so, there will be no real change in our favor, 

at least not changes that benefit all of us equally.  
 

Ask yourself this: Who else has the means and ability to pull this off, if not the same people who already operate the 

existing banking financial system? We hear many praise the new system but hear not a word about how the system 

benefits us, the normal living men and women. Why is that? Are they trying to hoodwink the world population by 

promoting "debt forgiveness" as their bate to buy our support?  
 

The emphasis on "debt forgiveness" under QFS alone is very dubious, as is also the mentioning of banks now being 

renamed and promoted as "redemption centers". What is this about? Are the old thieves attempting to redeem 

themselves? Also, it stinks the continuation of maritime law, with us having to go to the banks to "sign on" as if they 

are still running the show!?!?!  
 

Redemption also means forgiveness of sins. Sin is to commit a crime or injustice against living men or women. Are 

they now asking us to forgive them for stealing our money in the past so they can start afresh with our blessing to rip 

us off as usual?  
 

Having read all of the above, doesn't the sum of QFS carry some stench of being another round of contract 

entrapment with the old bankster gangsters in a new cloak? From what we have heard, it sounds like we are once 

again being allured to contract with the same people on their turf and terms, instead of allowing us to set OUR terms 

for how we want the banks to serve our interests and desires in our favor? But if they allow that, what they in reality 

do is make themself superfluous - not necessary any more - and that's exact how we want it! The only one who 

needs banks, are the bankster gangsters, just as the only one who needs politics are the globalist corporate political 

freemasonry gangsters like today. Good riddance, we say! What do you say and what do you know?  
 

We fear that QFS will be all digital money with no safety backup of cash for us. And if this is true we need to say no 

to QFS all over the world. We need cash to be on the safe side. You cannot trust anyone in the world with a digital 

monetary system alone. Tyrants grow on trees within globalism so we need to insist on cash or set up our own 

financial system under international common law which is doable. And another thing, why do we always have to 
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accept systems invented by special interests, billionnaires, New World Order bank and business families and the 

like, when experience tells us that they control the money and always put in terms and specifications for the usage, 

transition, exchange and commerce in THEIR favor? Wouldn't it be better if all living life and everything we need 

for survival and to thrive living great lives in prosperity, equality and fairness for all existed instead of wondering 

when are they going to shut down our bank accounts because we haven't taken the mandatory vaccines or paid 

overpriced bills for electricity, water, sewage or road taxes etc to the ruling elite as before, which means now when 

this is written. If you only have digital money with a bank card, that bank card can be programmed to serve as a 

COVID passport and you know what happens if they haven't jabbed you enough to kill you. You get no money, 

can't buy anything and will die anyway - which is their plan anyway - this is why we need a real monetary system 

set up by us!  

 

When we are the joint owners to everything on our planet, which we are, why do we then have to pay THEM for 

what we already like water, sewage, electricity, oil, diesel, gas etc like today? Do you really think that any new 

monetary system set up by the elite will differ much from the current one? Well, this remains to be seen, but we 

would prefer a system that belongs to every living man, woman and child on Earth in equal proportion all over the 

world so that we all have access to everything we need for survival and thrive, and to live a life lacking nothing of 

necessity. This system is already provided to us by Creator. It is called One World Society and is a new real peoples' 

direct democracy model that takes care of us in ways that are absolute fantastic. 

 

The model is not yet launched but some details are available for a peek here: 

 

https://infowarriorsofnorway.com/articledetail/globalist-political-tyranny-or-direct-democracy 
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